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Abstract

Many of the commonly used datasets for face recognition development are collected from the internet without proper user consent. Due to the increasing focus on privacy in the social and legal frameworks, the use and distribution of these datasets are being restricted and strongly questioned. These databases, which have a realistically high variability of data per identity, have enabled the success of face recognition models. To build on this success and to align with privacy concerns, synthetic databases, consisting purely of synthetic persons, are increasingly being created and used in the development of face recognition solutions. In this work, we present a three-player generative adversarial network (GAN) framework, namely IDnet, that enables the integration of identity information into the generation process. The third player in our IDnet aims at forcing the generator to learn to generate identity-separable face images. We empirically proved that our IDnet synthetic images are of higher identity discrimination in comparison to the conventional two-player GAN, while maintaining a realistic intra-identity variation. We further studied the identity link between the authentic identities used to train the generator and the generated synthetic identities, showing very low similarities between these identities. We demonstrated the applicability of our IDnet data in training face recognition models by evaluating these models on a wide set of face recognition benchmarks. In comparison to the state-of-the-art works in synthetic-based face recognition, our solution achieved comparable results to a recent rendering-based approach and outperformed all existing GAN-based approaches. The training code and the synthetic face image dataset are publicly available ¹.

1. Introduction

Biometrics is a fast-growing technology that recognizes people based on their physical or behavioral characteristics [22]. One of the most commonly used modalities is the face, which is widely accepted by the population and can be captured without major hurdles [38]. Face Recognition (FR) has become part of the everyday life of many end users, e.g., for unlocking smartphones. The breakthrough of robust FR systems in recent years is partly due to Deep Neural Networks [9, 18], which have, in combination with specific loss functions [3, 4, 12, 43], significantly increased the recognition rates of these systems [34, 44]. However, DNN training requires a large amount and variation of data. Many of these datasets were compiled by crawling images from the Internet, thus raising both ethical and legal concerns [10, 17, 37].

The issues of privacy and data autonomy are addressed in both an ethical and a legal framework. In the ethical context, Smith and Miller [37] relate privacy to the moral value of autonomy. This autonomy refers to the right to decide who is allowed to access personal information or data and how it is processed, including biometric data such as face images. This standpoint is covered by the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [42].

In the GDPR, biometric data is classified as special data requiring protection, thus it is subject to strong data protection regulations concerning acquisition and storage [41]. The processing of such data is restricted and the possibility of data withdrawal and control should be guaranteed [40]. However, these legal restrictions apply only to natural persons but not to synthetic identities such as characters drawn by artists or images of subjects generated by a machine [39].

To address ethical and legal concerns, the field of synthetic data for biometric development is advancing increasingly [14, 27]. The recent studies in this direction aimed at creating datasets for the development of FR [2, 6, 7], along with other FR system components, without the need for images of authentic identities [5, 11, 15, 21]. The generation of synthetic data is primarily driven by Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). These are able to generate photo-realistic results based on training a two-player minimax game between a generator and a discriminator. Vari-
ous approaches using GAN for the generation of synthetic identities with respect to FR have been presented very recently, such as DigiFace-1M [2], SynFace [33], SFace [6] or USynthFace [7]. Although these approaches presented very promising FR results, they have some limitations. SFace [6] suffers from relatively low identity separability in comparison to authentic data, i.e. the identities are not highly distinct and thus genuine (same identity) comparisons might be in some cases confused to be imposter (different identity) comparisons. SynFace [33] mixed up authentic and synthetic data in FR training, aiming at increasing intra-class variations. USynthFace proposed to mitigate the low intra-class variations by proposing aggressive data augmentation to train unsupervised FR models. However, USynthFace is limited to unsupervised learning. DigiFace-1M utilized a digital rendering pipeline to construct synthetic images. DigiFace-1M [2] is extremely computationally costly, limiting its ability on generating large-scale synthetic data and such high computational demand might not be available for research, along with the low FR performance it produces without the dependency on sophisticated augmentation.

In this work, we propose IDnet, which extends the traditional class conditioned GAN by adding an additional identity-dedicated third player (ID-3) to the minimax game. This component overcomes the drawbacks of the class conditioned GAN (as represented in SFace [6]) by enforcing specific identity-discriminant information in the generation process. In several experiments, we show that this additional component causes the generator of the GAN to produce images of synthetic identities that stronger resemble the distribution of authentic data, both in terms of class separability and intra-class variance in comparison to the considered baseline SFace. We show that FR systems trained on synthetic datasets generated with IDnet outperform those trained on datasets synthesized with our baseline, SFace, and other GAN-based synthetic datasets.

2. Related Work

Current state-of-the-art (SOTA) FR models such as ElasticFace [3], ArcFace [12], and CosFace [43] are trained on authentic datasets such as CASIA-Webface [47] and MS1MV2 [12, 17]. Such models regularly achieve new record breaking results on the authentic benchmarks [3] such as LFW [19] or AgeDB-30 [32]. With the goal of generating identity-specific face images, various methods are proposed in the literature, with most using GAN as the basis for generating synthetic data. Marriott et al. [30] were among the first to evaluate the capabilities of GAN for identity-based applications such as facial recognition. In their work, they have shown that GAN can be used to create synthetic identities that are not included in the training set. By introducing a special triplet loss, the authors were also able to increase the identity disentanglement, which means that the identity information can be separated from the other image properties in the generation process. DiscoFaceGAN [13] explored an approach to create facial images from non-existing people with the use of multiple disentangled features as input for the generator. These features include identity, pose, illumination, and expression. To ensure that these features are disentangled, a contrastive loss is used.

Towards training FR based on synthetic data, SynFace [33] aimed at training FR models with the use of synthetic data. It investigated the performance of DiscoFaceGAN in terms of intra-class variance and the domain gap between real and generated images. SynFace improved these aspects of DiscoFaceGAN by introducing identity and domain mix-ups. Mixup uses combinations of image features to generate new faces. FaceID-GAN [36] introduced a classification network as an additional constraint to the GAN training. FaceID-GAN aims at generating variations of input authentic images rather than generating images of synthetic identities. SFace [6] proposed class-conditional synthetic GAN for class-labeled synthetic image generation. The authors utilize synthetic data to train supervised FR models, achieving very promising verification accuracies. USynthFace [7] showed that by using unlabeled synthetic data, a FR model can be trained successfully using contrastive learning and aggressive data augmentation. By rendering 3d human models that are varied in appearance, shape, and accessories, among others, the authors of DigiFace-1M [2] have created a synthetic dataset that exhibits high variability in the data generated for a synthetic identity. This allowed them to train FR models based on their proposed data, achieving relatively high verification accuracies when combined with sophisticated rendering technique. However, such a digital image rendering approach is computationally costly, limiting their ability in generating large-scale synthetic datasets.

While there has been great progress in the area of synthetic FR datasets generated by GAN, previous synthetic data used for FR training either suffer from low intra-class diversity or are of low identity separability. In this work, we propose a novel approach for generating synthetic images that are identity separable while containing realistic intra-class variations.

3. Methodology

We propose in this work an identity-conditioned generative model based on a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [16], namely IDnet. The conventional GAN are based on optimizing a minimax game between two players, the generator and the discriminator. The generator aims at fooling the discriminator by generating synthetic images that are similar to authentic images. The discriminator tries to distinguish between synthetic and authentic images.
images [16, 26]. As these two models compete against each other, the discriminator pushes the generator to learn to estimate the probability distribution of authentic training data, enabling the generation of realistic synthetic samples. We propose in this work to extend this game by a third player, an identity model, ID-3. The ID-3 aims at pushing the generator not only to learn the underlying probability distribution of authentic data but also to learn the identity information encoded in training samples, and thus, generating identity-separable samples of synthetic identity.

### 3.1. Two-Player GAN

We start here by introducing the needed formulation and background to our proposed solution. GAN was originally proposed by Goodfellow et al. [16], aiming at generating synthetic data by sampling latent vectors from a given random distribution e.g. Gaussian distribution, and feeding it into the generator. GAN training is based on training two players, the generator $\mathcal{G}$ and the discriminator $\mathcal{D}$ [16, 26]. $\mathcal{G}$ receives a latent vector $z$ as input and outputs a synthetic image $x_s = \mathcal{G}(z)$. The training objective of $\mathcal{G}$ is to learn to generate synthetic images of the same probability distribution of authentic training data. The training objective of $\mathcal{D}$ is to distinguish between authentic images $x_a$ and $x_s$. In a binary classification problem, $\mathcal{D}$ trains to estimate the probability of input $x$ being from authentic or synthetic distributions. Formally, $\mathcal{D}$’s training objective can be defined as follows:

$$L_D = \log(1 + e^{-p_{x_a}}) + \log(1 + e^{p_{x_s}}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $p_{x_a}$ is $\mathcal{D}$ prediction i.e. prediction of $x_a$ is being from synthetic distribution. The only condition on conventional GAN is that the generated images tend to have a similar probability distribution to the authentic training data. Several previous works [13, 25, 26] proposed to extend conventional GAN with conditional mechanisms, enabling synthetic image generation with certain attributes. One of the widely used conditional mechanisms is class-conditional GAN. In this case, class labels are used as additional input to $\mathcal{G}$ and $\mathcal{D}$ to force $\mathcal{G}$ to learn to generate synthetic images of a specific class. SFace [6], which is based on class-conditional StyleGAN2-ADA [24], trained GAN under class-conditional settings to generate face images of a specific class label. In this case, a class label $(c)$ is embedded into a 512-D vector and then is concatenated with the final embedding layer of $\mathcal{D}$. The reported results by SFace demonstrated that SFace synthetic images are realistic with large intra-class variations. However, as we present in this paper (Section 5), the generated images by SFace suffer from relatively low identity separability which might lead to less optimal face verification accuracies when such synthetic data is used to train FR. In such a training paradigm, GAN is guided to learn to generate synthetic images from a specific class, however, not from a specific identity. To overcome this challenge, we introduce a third player to GAN, an identity network ID-3. Our new player aims at guiding $\mathcal{G}$ to learn to generate synthetic images that are highly identity-separable.

### 3.2. Identity Network as a Third-Player

The third player in the minimax game is noted as ID-3 which acts as a FR model. ID-3 is trained with a margin-

$$L_G = \log(1 + e^{-p_{x_s}}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
penalty softmax loss that incorporates margin penalty in softmax loss to push training samples to be close to their class centers and far away from other class centers. Specifically, we use CosFace [43] loss to train ID-3. Also, ID-3 loss is used as an additional loss of $G$ loss to guide $G$ to generate synthetic images that are identity separable. The ID-3 loss on a batch of synthetic images $x_s$ are given as follows:

$$L_{ID-3} = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i \in N} \log \frac{e^{\cos(\theta_{yi}) - m}}{e^{\cos(\theta_{yi}) - m} + \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{C} e^{\cos(\theta_{y_j})}},$$

(3)

where $m$ is a margin penalty, $s$ is a scaling term, $N$ is the batch size, $C$ is the number of classes and $\theta_{yi}$ is the angle between sample $y_i$ and its $i$-th class center. Synthetic samples in the early stage of GAN training tend to be less realistic with low identity information encoded in the generated images. At an early stage of IDnet training, pushing such images to their class centers with a large margin penalty value will affect ID-3 training stability. Thus, we propose a progressive margin-penalty value to stabilize ID-3 training. Initially, $m$ is set to $m = 0$ and it is incrementally increased by a small value of 0.05 every 7 epochs with a maximum of 0.35 [43]. During our three-player game, only synthetic images $x_s$ (generated by $G$) are used to train ID-3, and the ground-truth labels are their corresponding class labels ($c$). We used a pretrained ResNet-50 on CASIA-WebFace [47] with CosFace [43] as a backbone for our ID-3. We froze all the network weights and only train the weights of the classification layer. The loss function of $G$ in our three-player game is given by:

$$L_{G_{ID}} = L_G + L_{ID-3}. \quad (4)$$

**Domain Adaptation (DA)** We propose in this work to further minimize the domain gap between synthetic and authentic data distributions by matching Batch Normalization Statistics ($BNS$) of authentic and synthetic data. Following [46], we first extracted means $\mu_a$ and standard deviations $\sigma_a$ of all batch normalization ($BN$) layers of the ID-3 backbone (trained on authentic data). During our three-player GAN training, we calculated the means $\mu_s$ and the standard deviations $\sigma_s$ of all $BN$ layers by passing a batch of synthetic data into ID-3 and then extracted $BN$ statistics. Finally, we calculate the difference between $BN$ statistics from authentic and synthetic data as follows:

$$L_{BNS}(\mu_s, \sigma_s) = \sum_{l \in BNL} ||\mu^l_a - \mu^l_s||_2^2 + ||\sigma^l_a - \sigma^l_s||_2^2, \quad (5)$$

where BNL are BN layers of ID-3. The $L_{BNS}$ is used as an additional loss to $G$ loss (defined in Eq. (4)). The final loss $L_{G_{ID-BNS}}$ for $G$ in our three-player GAN is given by:

$$L_{G_{ID-BNS}} = L_{G_{ID}} + \lambda \ast L_{ID-3} + \kappa \ast L_{BNS}, \quad (6)$$

where $\lambda$ and $\kappa$ are weighting terms for $L_{ID-3}$ and $L_{BNS}$, respectively. The training algorithm of our IDnet is shown in Algorithm 1, the pipeline is shown in Figure 1.

**Algorithm 1 Three-Player GAN IDnet Training Loop**

$m \leftarrow 0$

$m_s \leftarrow 0.05$

for epoch in epochs do

$m \leftarrow m + m_s$ if epoch$\%7 = 0$

for batch in training set do

$z \leftarrow$ Sampled from Gaussian Dist.

$c \leftarrow$ Randomly sampled from $C$

$x_s \leftarrow G(z, c)$

$p_{xs} \leftarrow D(x_s, c)$

$\mu_s, \sigma_s \leftarrow BNS(ID-3(x_s))$

$L_G \leftarrow L_G(p_{xs})$

$L_{ID-3} \leftarrow L_{ID-3}(p_{c}, c)$

$L_{BNS} \leftarrow BNS(\mu_s, \sigma_s)$

backward($G$)

$L_{G_{ID-BNS}} = (L_G, L_{ID-3}, L_{BNS})$

$x_a, c \leftarrow$ batch

$p_{xs} \leftarrow D(x_a, c)$

$p_{xs} \leftarrow D(x_s, c)$

backward($D$)

backward($L_{ID-3}(p_{c}, c)$)

backward($ID-3, L_{ID-3}(p_{c}, c)$)

update($D$)

update($G$)

update($ID-3$)

zerograd()

end for

end for

4. Experimental Setup

**Dataset:** We use CASIA-Webface [47] to train our three-player GAN (as described in Section 3). CASIA-Webface consists of 494, 414 authentic images from 10,572 different identities [47]. Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional Networks (MTCNN) [48] is used to extract the facial landmarks based on which the faces are aligned and cropped to the training size of $128 \times 128 \times 3$, as described in [12].

**IDnet Training Settings:** In this work we utilize StyleGAN2-ADA [24], as used in SFace [6], as our two-player GAN foundation. StyleGAN2-ADA improves StyleGAN2 [26] by adaptive dataset augmentations (ADA). These augmentation methods are applied to the authentic and synthetic images, allowing more stable training, especially when a small dataset is used for training. StyleGAN2-ADA is extended with the additional identity network and respective losses of our three-player minimax game. The generator and discriminator of StyleGAN2-ADA are based on Progressive GANs [23] as originally presented in [24]. The dimensionality of the style vectors and noise is set to 512. The dimensionality of the conditioning and therefore the number of synthetic identities is set to be equal to the number of identities in CASIA-Webface, with
In order to train a FR model with synthetic images, it is assumed that the synthetic data should resemble the distribution of authentic data. Authentic identities can be separated by FR systems [3], to a certain degree, as they each have characteristics that make them distinguishable from other authentic identities. Higher separability between genuine and imposter comparison scores indicates higher identity discrimination. Thus, with higher identity discrimination the False Non-Match Rates (FNMR) and False Match Rate (FMR) are lower at a chosen decision threshold than those error rates that result from data with low identity discrimination. FNMR and FMR are based on the ISO/IEC 19795-1 [29] standard. We use FMR100, FMR1000 and Equal Error Rate (EER) as class separability evaluation metrics. The FMR100 gives the lowest FNMR at the operation point FMR \( \leq 1.0\% \), the FMR1000 gives the lowest FNMR at FMR \( \leq 0.1\% \). The Equal Error Rate (EER) [29] is FMR or FNMR at the operation point at which they are equal.

Based on that, using EER, FMR, and FNMR, we can measure how the identity discrimination in our IDnet data compares to the authentic data and to the SFace baseline. For evaluation, 10 images per synthetic identity are generated for both IDnet and SFace. This results in two synthetic datasets with 105,720 images each. For each synthetic image as well as each image from CASIA-Webface, a 512 dimensional embedding is extracted using two pre-trained FR models, ResNet-100 trained with the Elastic-ArcFace loss [3], and the CurricularFace loss [20].

Individual pairwise comparisons are formed from the embeddings. The cosine similarity is used as a similarity measure. Comparisons of two face embeddings of the same identity (class label) are genuine comparisons, while comparisons between different identities are imposter comparisons.

Each image of an identity is compared to all other images of that respective identity as a genuine comparison. This image is also compared to 100 randomly sampled images of other identities, resulting in 100 imposter scores for each image. The genuine and imposter scores distributions are plotted for authentic CASIA-Webface, synthetic SFace and IDnet, respectively. For each method, the EER, FMR100, FMR1000 are calculated and reported.

**Intra-Class Variance:** To match the distribution of authentic face data it is not only necessary to achieve a similar class separability, but also to resemble the intra-class variability of authentic identities. Among other things, variations in the appearance or different lighting conditions can change the visual appearance of an authentic identity. A FR model must learn how to determine the identity even in the presence of large visual variation. Therefore the generated synthetic data should also have realistic variation within a synthetic identity. To evaluate the intra-class variance of a dataset, the variance in the face embeddings of one identity is calculated:

\[
\text{ICV} = \frac{1}{N \ast (N - 1)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} \frac{1}{D} \sum_{k=1}^{D} \| f_{i,k} - f_{j,k} \|, \tag{7}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of images of one identity and \( D \) is the feature dimensionality of a face embedding. The ICV is calculated for every identity in the given dataset and summed up. The ICV score is calculated for the authentic dataset CASIA-Webface and the synthetic datasets generated by SFace and IDnet.

**The Link between Authentic and Synthetic Identities:** To ensure the privacy motivation behind the generated synthetic data, there should be no major identity linkage between authentic identities from the IDnet training dataset, CASIA-Webface, and the generated synthetic identities from our proposed IDnet. To investigate the possible identity linkage, an additional experiment is conducted following those proposed in [6].

For each identity of CASIA-Webface, the first two images are selected as reference images. Probe images with the same class label are selected from CASIA-Webface, SFace, and IDnet. The reference images are compared to the probes of the respective dataset, resulting in score distributions with CASIA-Webface references vs. CASIA-Webface probes, CASIA-Webface references vs. SFace probes and CASIA-Webface references vs IDnet probes.
The stronger the identity linkage between CASIA-Webface and SFace or IDnet, the stronger the distributions of SFace probes and IDnet probes shifts towards the CASIA-Webface genuine probes distribution. The comparison scores, here and in the intra-class variance analyses, are a result from comparing face templates produced by a publicly released ResNet-100 trained on Elastic-ArcFace loss [3].

Face recognition based on IDnet: The primary use of our synthetic data is to train a FR model with more shareable, scalable, and privacy-friendly data. Therefore, it is important to investigate to what extent a FR model trained on the synthetic data is able to perform on benchmarks consisting of authentic images. For this purpose, ResNet-50 models are trained with CosFace on synthetic data generated by our IDnet with parameters following [3,6]. The chosen parameter for dropout is 0.4, as embedding size 512 is used. The CosFace margin is set as $m = 0.35$ and the scale parameter $s$ to $s = 64$. The minibatch size is 512. Stochastic Gradient Descent with a learning rate of $1e−1$ is used as an optimizer. Momentum is 0.9 and weight decay $5e−4$. The learning rate is divided by ten at the 22nd, 30th and 40th epochs, all models are trained for 40 epochs. Per identity, 10, 20, 40, 50 and 60 images are randomly generated as proposed in [6]. All images are aligned with the previously mentioned MTCNN algorithm [48]. During the training, the input images are augmented using the random augmentation methods introduced in [8]. As authentic image benchmarks Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [19], Cross-age LFW (CALFW) [50], Cross-Pose LFW (CPLFW) [49], Celebrities in Frontal-Profile in the Wild (CFP-FP) [35] and AgeDB30 [32] are used. We follow the evaluation protocol specified in the benchmarks. For all benchmarks, the verification performance is given as accuracy [%].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Set</th>
<th>LFW [%]</th>
<th>AgeDB30 [%]</th>
<th>CFP-FP [%]</th>
<th>CA-LFW [%]</th>
<th>CPLFW [%]</th>
<th>Avg. [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDnet-50 w/o DA</td>
<td>63.58</td>
<td>68.15</td>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>67.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDnet-50 w/ DA</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDnet w/o DA (CurricularFace)</td>
<td>63.58</td>
<td>68.15</td>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>67.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDnet w/o DA (ElasticFace)</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDnet w/ DA (CurricularFace)</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDnet w/ DA (ElasticFace)</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
<td>84.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2. Ablation on domain adaptation (DA) through Batch Normalization Statistics (BNS), as described in Section 3. FR models are trained on datasets of IDnet with and without DA with 50 images per ID. The results show the benefit of the DA used in IDnet. Both sets contain 528K images (50 images/ID) and the training is performed without augmentation.

Intra-Class Variance: The ICV score introduced in Section 4 is used to determine the variance between images of the same identity. CASIA-Webface scores $8.8 \times 10^{-4}$, our baseline SFace $14.9 \times 10^{-4}$ and our proposed solution IDnet $11.5 \times 10^{-4}$. While intra-class variation can be beneficial for the training of FR models, a very high ICV can also indicate that images of the same identity label are very different and that they may belong to more than one distinct identity. Therefore, the ICV value of face data used to train a FR system is a trade-off between intra- and inter-class variations, and thus a higher or a lower ICV value is not necessarily more beneficial. However, what matters here is to represent realistic conditions (i.e. similar to authentic data), which our IDnet achieves by scoring a more similar ICV to the authentic data when compared to that of the SFace baseline. In Figure 2 images of the same identity index, generated by SFace and our IDnet are shown. It is visually noticeable and quantitatively shown by the similarity scores that images of the identity generated by IDnet more distinctively maintain the targeted identity label. This implies that the high ICV score of SFace might be due to a lack of distinct identity information within images of the respective identity. The IDnet solution proposed in this work reduces this generative miss-labeling.

Evaluating Similarity of Authentic and Synthetic Identities: Figure 4 shows the genuine comparison score distributions resulting from comparison pairs that consist of CASIA-Webface references and probes of the same class label either from authentic CASIA-Webface (blue), synthetic SFace (red), or IDnet (green). If the comparison scores of involving synthetic probes (red or green) lay in the same
average score for SFace is probes images (b–j), likewise image (k) is compared pairwise to (l–t). The cosine similarity scores are given for each comparison. The Figure 2. Example images of a specific identity (#844), generated by SFace (a–j) and our IDnet method (k–t). Image (a) is compared to with significantly better distinct identity information than SFace.

IDnet provides an additional improvement for generating purely authentic identities. Our proposed solution, therefore, results in a slightly smaller identity link between IDnet faces in comparison to the SFace distribution. This indicates that there is a slightly smaller identity link between IDnet faces (in comparison to the ones from SFace) and their respective authentic identities. Our proposed solution, therefore, provides an additional improvement for generating purely synthetic identities over the baseline SFace.

The benefit of DA: To prove the validity of including the BNS DA in the IDnet design, we trained two instances of the IDnet, with and without the DA. We first show the effect on the genuine-imposter separability of the generated data in Table 1. The tables show that the IDnet data without DA do produce higher EER, FMR100, and FMR1000 in comparison to the IDnet with DA. Additionally, as shown in Table 2, the FR models trained on the IDnet data generated with the DA achieved higher face verification performance across all considered benchmarks, in comparison to the one trained on data generated by the IDnet without DA. This proves the validity of our choice to include the DA in the IDnet design.

Verification Performance of FR trained on IDnet data: The target application of our synthetic face images is the training of FR models. The results on the mainstream benchmark for the training of a ResNet-50 backbone (as detailed in Sec. 4) are shown in Table 3. Investigating involving a different number of samples per identity in the FR training, we notice that increasing the number of images per identity to more than 10 does not drastically affect the FR performance. In comparison, the SFace showed a clear increase in performance when the number of images per iden-
Table 3. FR accuracy when trained on IDnet with 10 (IDnet-10), 20 (IDnet-20), 40 (IDnet-40), and 50 (IDnet-50) synthetic images per identity on mainstream benchmarks, respectively, compared to other work. The top three performing solutions are indicated as (1), (2), and (3). Results obtained without data augmentation are labeled as (No Aug.).

Table 4. Score distributions between CASIA-Webface references with probes with the same class label taken from CASIA-Webface (CASIA-Webface probes), SFace (SFace probes), and IDnet (IDnet probes). No significant overlap between distributions from authentic and synthetic probes is visible, indicating that SFace and IDnet are both generating synthetic identities with no significant overlap to authentic identities.

Figure 4. Score distributions between CASIA-Webface references with probes with the same class label taken from CASIA-Webface (CASIA-Webface probes), SFace (SFace probes), and IDnet (IDnet probes). No significant overlap between distributions from authentic and synthetic probes is visible, indicating that SFace and IDnet are both generating synthetic identities with no significant overlap to authentic identities.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we presented a novel identity conditional three-player GAN, IDnet, which enables synthetic image generation of synthetic identities with high variability and strong identity separability. We empirically demonstrated that utilizing our IDnet to train FR model achieved relatively high verification accuracies on the main FR benchmarks, outperformed previous GAN-based approaches, and achieved competitive results to the computationally costly digital rendering-based synthetic image approach. As concluding remarks, this work accelerates the switch towards training FR models in a privacy-aware manner and explores a new research direction for incorporating identity information in the generation process.
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